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Agency receives 
interested person 

petition; (30 days to 
respond)

Notice of rule 
is assigned to 
appropriate 

standing 
committee
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Consideration of 
proposed rule by 

standing committee 
in each chamber

Neither committee 
files an objection to 

the rule prior to 
adoption (see step 8)

A committee of either 
chamber files an 
objection prior to 

adoption

Committees of both 
chambers hold 

hearings and on 2/3 
votes file an objection 
with agency prior to 
adoption. This stays 

the rule

1. O.C.G.A. §50-13-4 (simplified)

2. See Wesley Education Foundation v. State Election Board, 282 Ga. 707, 654 S.E.2d 127 (2007) 
(failure to respond to petition in time is not a basis for ordering the rule promulgation process 
to commence).

If agency adopts rule over 
committee objection, 

resolution to override may 
be introduced in the 

chamber of that committee 
during the first 30 days of 

the session

Governor does not veto the 
override resolution. Rule 
becomes void day after 

governor’s decision

Rulemaking process 
ends with no new rule

Rulemaking process 
ends with a new rule Agency Steps Legislative Steps

Governor vetoes 
resolution and rule 

remains in effect or stay 
is lifted

Resolutions to override fail. Rule 
takes effect and any stay is lifted

Rule 
becomes 
void the 
next day 
(and if 

stayed has 
never taken 

effect)

Secretary of 
state publishes 

quarterly 
bulletin 

containing ruleIf resolution to override passes 
both chambers by 2/3 vote, 

override resolution voids rule

If resolution to override passes 
by less than 2/3 in either 

chamber, resolution is submitted 
to the governor, if stayed, 

remains stayed

Formulate rule (consider 
statutory mitigation actions 

for small business factors  
and cost reduction  

standards of O.C.G.A.  
§50-13-4 (a)(3) and (4)) 

Agency initiative

Statutory mandate

Federal mandate

Interested 
person(s) petition 

proposal2

Follow alternative 
emergency 

procedures of 
O.C.G.A. §50-13-4 (b)

Agency holds 
hearing, considers 

comments,  
including  

objections of 
standing  

committees

Agency decides not to 
adopt rule

Agency may modify 
proposed rule

Agency adopts rule 
and, if requested,  

issues statement of 
reasons

Rule becomes effective after 20 days of filing 
with the secretary of state unless otherwise 

provided by law or stayed by legislative 
standing committees; Subject to override at 

next session if a standing committee has filed 
an objection prior to adoption

Agency files rule  
with the secretary of 

state
Agency gives at  

least 30 days notice  
of rule and hearing

Agency gives at 
least 30 days notice 
of proposed rule to 
legislative counselPetition denied 

(written justification)

Rule codified and 
distributed as 
supplement to 

official compilation 
“Rules and 

Regulations of the 
State of Georgia”

Rulemaking under the Administrative Procedures Act


